[Paths to the professional and responsible use of antibiotics].
Germany's position on prescribing antibiotics is among the lower third in Europe. There are some countries that prescribe remarkably fewer antibiotics. In Germany, the number of out-patient antibiotic prescriptions is too high for patients with low-grade infections and non-bacterial infections. Often, broad-spectrum antibiotics are prescribed instead of narrow-spectrum antibiotics. For in-patients, perioperative prophylaxis is given for too long.In this article, different ways to reduce antibiotic prescriptions are introduced. Recommendations are given to improve the quality of therapy, implementation of diagnostics and scores, as well as information for physicians and patients.In this regard, an unsystematic literature search was done.To optimise the quality of prescribing, antibiotic checklists should be used. The important initial questions are if there is a bacterial infection and if antibiotic therapy is necessary. To apply diagnostics correctly is essential. Antibiotic use can be shortened or in some cases totally omitted if point-of-care tests (POCTs) are applied correctly. Species identification and resistance testing are essential for quality assurance. S3-guidelines are central for modern evidence-based medicine. Another key factor is good communication within the team and with patients. All measurements, like the application of POCTs, back-up prescribing, and prescribing an antibiotic, have to be communicated in a clear and sensitive way.